A new study by BrightPlanet puts the size of the invisible Web at 400 to 550 times larger than the visible Web, which is currently estimated to be more than 2.5 billion pages. Much of this material is authoritative information and invaluable in that it is largely comprised of content-rich databases from universities, libraries, associations, businesses and government agencies around the world.
Many times, you will get to the front door (i.e. the home page) but you will not find the pages behind it in a 'normal' Web search -nor will you find the content behind forms and dynamic pages.
Much of the Web cannot be 'seen' using standard search engines like Google or Alta Vista. Even the biggest search engines search less than 60% of all Web pages. The remaining 40% lie hidden behind security barriers, are too deep in a Web site's hierarchy to be indexed, or require a password. There is even a larger invisible Web, according to a study found on the Search Engine Watch site, that can be mined only by using individual database portals. In fact, the study determines that only 1/500th of the information on the Web is accessible through standard search engines! The rest lies buried in databases. The Making of America (MOA) Web site is an example of what lies buried in the invisible Web. Through the MOA portal, a researcher can access the full text of 6600 books and 50000 journal articles, yet not a single MOA source will be found using a standard search engine
Search techniques and search facilities to gain access to and retrieve information from the invisible Web
It is clear that software developers of search engines are seeking to exploit the thorny problem of invisible Web databases that search engines cannot 'see'. The opportunity exists, because Web pages that are generated dynamically via databases are different from what are generally known as 'flat html' pages. The latter are generated, one at a time, by people using authoring tools or coding by hand and then leaving them on a server until someone requests them. Dynamically generated Web pages do not exist as separate files, so spiders from the major search engines do not generally discern them. The problem is intensifying because of the proliferation of off-the-shelf tools to link databases to the Web, whether as whole sites or as site components. This means that proportionately less and less pages are available for search engines to see.
One response to this problem has been to divide the Web into vertical sections intended to appeal to specific interests. Kapoor (1999:1) predicts that there will be an explosion of vertical search sites, providing access to deep, tightly focused databases.
Another benefit to search precision is narrowing search domains to specific subjects, accomplished by honing the scope of what information is searched, perhaps by limiting searches to certain domains or languages, or conducting specialized searches in subject oriented search engines. Andrews (1997: 2) predicts a change in how people will use the Web in future. Instead of wandering around and bookmarking what looks interesting, he says, people are already activating their Internet connections with a specific goal in mind. He continues to say that databases are listed in categories, and users choose which to search, based on brief descriptions instead of searching through them all at once.
However, Google has quietly rolled out a new feature that allows searchers to find information contained in Adobe Portable Document Format (PDF) files, effectively top revealing a significant portion of the invisible Web. While PDF files are not as abundant as the simple HTML files that make up most of the Web content, they often contain high quality information that is often unavailable elsewhere. Most of the major search engines do not include PDF files in their Web indexes, which is why they have long been considered as part of the invisible Web. Google has therefore provided a great service to the Web community in indexing PDF files. So far, they have indexed more than 13 million files, from all parts of the Web. Though they make up only a small part of the invisible Web, the generally high quality and authoritative information they provide is a boon to serious searchers. There is a public, or 'free', Web and a private, or 'fee', Web with virtually no overlap. This is closely related to the invisible Web discussed in the previous point. The public Web contains the sites retrieved by standard search engines. The private Web contains huge databases of journal articles and books that are password protected. It's on the private side where you will find all the high-quality sources needed for a research assignment; but not a single one will be found by using Google, Yahoo, or Alta Vista.
Companies that add value to information by organizing, cataloging, and packaging it create these sites. Access to these sites is then sold to organizations, such as libraries. When one thinks about it, it makes sense that there would be a private Web. Billions of dollars are spent annually producing and selling books and journals. Why would publishers let that material flow freely on the Web? Typically, an information provider licenses campus-wide database access to a library, then all computers on that campus would access that database. For example, many of the Research Databases in the Hekman Digital Library reside on the private Web.
The bottom line: The Web does contain a wealth of information, it just can't be accessed using a standard search engine. To access that wealth of information, you need to enter the Web through the library's Web site. For example, students at Calvin would enter through Hekman Digital Library.
However, more help is at hand! Gary Price of George Washington University in the USA has compiled Direct Search -a regularly updated and growing compilation of links to the search interfaces of resources that contain data not easily or entirely searchable or accessible from general search tools like Alta Vista, Google or Hotbot. The Direct Search SearchCenter interface provides search access to all Direct Search pages as well as the following Web reference compilations: fast facts; price's list of lists; speech and transcript centre; news centre; streaming media; news and public affairs resources; and Web accessible congressional research service reports. Direct Access categories include archives and library catalogues, bibliographies/bibliographic aids, books (full-text), business/economics, government (US and international), government (US state and city), humanities, legal, news sources and serials, ready reference, recent additions to the collection, science, social sciences and additional subject-specific resources. It also gives access to advanced search engines like Alta Vista, Google, Fast, Yahoo, etc. Find Direct Search at http://gwis2.circ.gwu.edu/~gprice/direct.htm.
Another huge Web undertaking was the collection of links to special search engines and searchable directories that, in a number of cases, can be used as an alternative for the big search engines like Northern Light, Hotbot, Alta Vista, Excite and Infoseek. Most of them are discipline or subject specific, others are (collections of) national or regional search engines. This collection is preceded by a few sites where one may learn to search on the World-Wide Web, a collection of synonym dictionaries and thesauri (to find the right search terms), experts to answer questions and the URLs of a number of fee-based services, which offer to do the searching for you. Under the heading 'Search engine code texts', the user can find the addresses of some sites with pieces of code which can be pasted into the user's own homepage to offer direct access. There are also directories of free bibliographies and bibliographic databases on the Web, as well as free journals and magazines on the Web. This collection of specialized search engines and databases was compiled by Marten Hofstede at the University of Leiden in The Netherlands and can be found at http://www.leidenuniv.nl/ub/biv/specials.htm.
Guide to specialized search engines to access and retrieve information on the invisible Web
Just because some Web pages are not included in a search engine's index it does not automatically make them invisible. Search engines use automated programs called 'spiders' to 'crawl' the Web and fetch them for inclusion in their search indexes. For a variety of reasons, crawling is often an incomplete and inefficient process.
Invisibleweb.com is a first-grade guide containing over 10000 search engines organized into 18 subject categories and hundreds of subcategories and subsubcategories. In spite of its enormous size, Invisibleweb.com is easy to use because of its clear and logical design. If you are short of time and would like to see just a sampling of the largest specialized search engines about a popular topic, for example, breath holding spells, you can click on a subject from the 'Hot List' and get the names of approximately 10 leading engines relating to one of these topics. Keyword searching for search engines is available and is often exceptionally effective.
Invisibleweb.com contains search engine collections for a variety of popular, general and academic topics. Surprisingly, there is no subject category for regional engines.
One of Invisibleweb.com's strengths is its detailed classification of subjects, which can reduce the time it takes to find search engines covering a specific subject. For example, under the subcategory investments, some of the subsubcategories are Bonds, Commodities, Futures and options, Mutual Funds and Stocks.
Search engine selection is generally excellent and comprehensiveness varies with the topic. Occasionally the same engine appears more than once under the subject because its different information collections are listed separately. Some categories with especially extensive search engine collections are Legal, Travel, Sciences and References. One can also choose to see an unusually full, informative description of each search engine. Search menus are displayed for a small percentage of the engines.
InvisibleWeb.com is particularly valuable and useful for writers, students, professionals, academics, subject specialists, and researchers of all kinds, as well as the average searcher looking for in-depth information about a subject. Inexperienced searchers will feel comfortable here because of the friendly design. Table 1 is a guide, listed in ranked order for academic research purposes, that shows the different directories of searchable databases, which one can use to access and retrieve information from the invisible Web. None.
Selected directories of searchable databases
Ranked as: **** Very useful for academic research, *** Useful for academic research, ** Less useful for academic research
In addition, apart from Invisibleweb.com and the others mentioned in Table 1 other searchable directories are listed in Table 2 . Fossick.com -Interesting mixture of popular, academic, general, and Internetrelated search engines. Handy for the general and academic searcher.
WebData -Lists sites that are mainly commercial along with the search engines. Some use for researchers, professionals and general searchers. Rather select a search engine than a commercial site.
Beaucoup -Oldest specialized search engine guide. Useful for the average searcher who wants to find many different aspects of a subject.
SearchIQ -Covers all types of subjects. Useful for general searchers and, depending on the subject, people doing research on the Internet.
MetaIQ.com -Contains mainly popular and general specialized search engines. Useful for the general searcher.
Virtual Search Engines -Offers the general searcher a good variety of search engines specializing in some professional subjects, such as legal and health search engines. Useful for an introduction to a subject.
About.com -Web Search -Wide range of subject categories. Emphasis on popular and Internet-related topics. Includes a small but useful collection of academic engines relating to science, the arts and the humanities. Beginners in searching will find it useful because of its general search information and advice, and clear design. FinderSeeker's -Strength lies in its ability to search for search engines about a topic from a specific country, for example, legal search engines from Australia. Also lists engines from individual cities and states in the USA.
Search Engine Guide
SearchBug.com -Useful for Internet beginners or inexperienced searchers in finding a small but high-quality collection of search engines about commonly searched for subjects. An unusual category is packages, which includes search engines concerned with package tracking and drop-off locations, for example, FedEx or UPS.
AllSearchEngines -Popular and general subjects make up the majority of topics. There is a wide difference in the quality of search engine selection for different subjects, with business and government-related subjects covered comprehensively.
Search Engine Colossus -The collections of general and specialized search engines from some of the larger countries (particularly the USA) are extensive. Useful when looking for search engines originating in specific countries.
Search Engines Worldwide -Search engines from countries of every size all over the world are included. Useful for finding information originating in various countries.
My Search Engines -Part of Reference.com, a general directory and reference site. Mostly popular topics. Useful for searchers who want to look at just a few search engines in a subject category.
The Ultimate WWW Search Engine Collection -Only popular subjects. Search engine selections are small but useful. For searches who want a simple guide with a fairly small selection of search engines.
Little-Red-Schoolhouse Library -Specialty Search Engines -Subject categories are especially designed to appeal to children's interests or that are relevant to their schoolwork, for example, SchoolHelp and Just-4-Kids.
ZeekSearch -Valuable specialized search engine guide that accesses search engines especially useful to high school, junior-high school and older elementary school students.
Kids Search Tools -Useful specialized search engine guide for children, particularly ages 7 through 12.
TekMom Search Tools for Students -Specialized search engine guide for students from elementary school through high school. 
